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Supplies:  

 Stamp Sets - Special Reason Bundle (144720) 

 Card Stock – Whisper White (100730); Serene Scenery Designer Paper (141642); 
2015-2017 In Color Designer Paper (138432)  

 Stamp Pads – Blushing Bride (131172); Calypso Coral (126983); Mint Macaron 
(138326); Crumb Cake (126975) 

 Misc. – Big Shot (143263); Magnetic Platform (130658); Silver Sparkle Dazzling Details 
(127845); Silver Sequin Trim (138399); Fine-Tip Glue (138309); Stampin’ Dimensionals 
(104430) 
  

Measurements:   

 Whisper White (base): 5 ½” x 8 ½”, folded in half 

 Whisper White (banner): ½” 2 ¼” 

 Whisper White: scraps  

 Serene Scenery designer paper: 2 ½” x 4 ½” 

 In Color designer paper: 2” x 2 ½” 
 
Instructions: 

1. Adhere the Serene Scenery designer paper to the card base, approximately ½” from the 
folded edge. 

2. Adhere the In Color designer paper as shown using Dimensionals. 
3. Stamp the large flower twice using Blushing Bride ink on white scraps.  Die cut using 

the coordinating framelits.  Cut the second flower smaller than the die cut flower as 
shown. Adhere the smaller flower to the top of the die cut flower using Dimensionals. 



4. Stamp the small flower twice using Calypso Coral ink on white scraps. Die cut using the 
coordinating framelit.   

5. Stamp the large, solid leaf using Mint Macaron ink on white scraps.  Ink the small, solid 
leaf image using Mint Macaron ink. Stamp off on scratch paper to reduce the ink color. 
Stamp two leaves using this method. Die cut using coordinating framelits. 

6. Adhere the large flower cluster in the upper left corner of the In Color designer paper as 
shown using Dimensionals. 

7. Adhere the smaller flowers, one on each side of the large flower using Dimensionals. 
8. Adhere the large leaf near the large flower as shown using Dimensionals. 
9. Adhere the two small leaves near each of the small flowers using Dimensionals. 
10. Stamp the greeting using Crumb Cake ink on the white banner.  Create banner tips 

using your scissors. Adhere to the In Color designer paper as shown. 
11.  Pull three silver sequins off the trim. Adhere to the card as shown using Fine-Tip Glue.     

Let dry.  
12. Add Silver Sparkle Dazzling Details to the center of the flowers. Let dry.  
 

 
 


